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8We asked our cover models Arturo, Anna, and Sarah a series of 
in-depth questions and here’s what they had to say
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9Describe yourself: Intelligent, kind, passionate, 
dedicated, introverted,  serious and goofy
Pick two celebrities to be your parents:
Nicolas Cage and Voldemort
Would you rather be rich and stupid or poor and 
smart? Poor and smart. It’s going pretty well for me 
as of right now
If you could invent a scented candle, what would it 
smell like? America.
Do you have a guilty pleasure? Dancing like nobody is 
watching, but with all the doors and windows closed…just 
in case someone is watching
Junior / Aerospace Engineering
Arturo
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Describe yourself:  Outgoing, bubbly, weird, and silly
Pick two celebrities to be your parents:
Clint Eastwood and Heidi Klum
Would you rather be rich and stupid or poor and 
smart?  Definitely poor and smart
If you could invent a scented candle, what would it 
smell like?  The smell of fresh Spring time
What’s on the walls of your bedroom?  A pirate crossing 
sign that I got in the Keys last winter 
Do you have a guilty pleasure?  I’m addicted to my computer...
Junior / Horticulture
Anna
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Describe yourself:  Sleepy, excited, thoughtful, 
gullible, and athletic
Pick two celebrities to be your parents:  Betty White 
because she’s cool enough to be both my mom and dad
If you could invent a scented candle, what would it 
smell like?  A unicorn
Do you have any “odd” pets?  I used to own two rats - 
They knew as many tricks as my dog
What is on the walls of your bedroom?  A large forest 
tapestry, several sculls, pointe shoes, old art, feathers, 
photos, and my ballet tutu
Do you have a guilty pleasure?  Eating raw pasta for a 
snack, and when I’m bored
Freshman / BPMI
Sarah
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